The simple non-associative algebra N (e A S , q, n, t) k and its simple subalgebras are defined in the papers [1] 
and [13] ) with the standard basis {e a 1 g 1 · · · e a n g n x i 1 
· · · x
i m+s m+s |a 1 , · · · , a n ∈ A, i 1 , · · · , i m ∈ Z, i m+1 , · · · , ı m+s ∈ N} and with the obvious addition and the multiplication (see [10] , [?] , [14] , [16] , [17] ) where m + s ≥ n. ∂ w , 1 ≤ w ≤ m + s, denotes the usual partial derivative with respect to x w on F (g n w ∈ W N ((g n , A), m, s). Thus we can define the Weyl-type non-associative algebra W N (gn,A),m,s with the multiplication * in (2) and with the set W N ((g n , A), m, s) (see [12] , [14] , [18] ). For B ⊂ A, let us define the the non-associative subalgebra W N (g n ,A),m,s B of the non-associative algebra W N (g n ,A),m,s spanned by
This implies that the algebra W N (g n ,A),m,s B contains the polynomial ring, naturally. The simplicity of W N (g n ,A),m,s B is depending on the set B. It is well known that the non-associative algebra W N (g n ,A),m,s is simple, even though it has the right annihilator (see [7] and [8] ). A non-associative algebra W N (g n ,A),m,s B is symmetric if there is a isomorphism induced by change of variables (see [3] ). Throughout the paper we put ∂ 1 = ∂ and ∂ k = ∂(∂ k−1 ). The algebra W N (g n ,A),m,s B is A n -graded as follows: (4) where N (a 1 ,··· ,a n ) is the vector subspace of W N (g n ,A),m,s B spanned by [12] ) where Proof. Let θ be an isomorphism from the group A 1 to A 2 . For a standard basis element e a 1 g 1 · · · e a n g n x
Simplicities and Isomorphisms
Since θ is onto and one to one, θ is also bijective. This implies that θ is an isomorphism. Therefore we have proven the theorem. [6] , [7] , [9] ). 2
Proof. Since the following equalities [W N
Proof. Let D be the derivation in the lemma. Since . Similarly, we also prove that 
, we have that D(y 2 ∂ 1 ) = 2d 0,0,1 y∂ 1 . By (7), we have that 
Proof. Let D be the derivation in the lemma. Assume that 
and
By induction on p of e px r x i ∂ 1 and by subtracting (10) from (9), we are also able to prove that
By Case I and Case II, we have that 
